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Figure 1: Data visualization using mobile devices and Augmented Reality head-mounted displays: (a) Envisioned usage scenario;
(b) 2D scatterplot extended with superimposed 3D trajectories/paths; (c) 3D wall visualization in AR aligned with the mobile
device; (d) Use of AR for seamless display extension around a geographic map; (e) Combining visualizations with an AR view
between the devices.
expert hands-on reviews. As a result, we contribute to a better understanding of how the combination of one or more mobile devices
with AR can benefit visual data analysis. By exploring this new
type of visualization environment, we hope to provide a foundation
and inspiration for future mobile data visualizations.

ABSTRACT
We present Marvis, a conceptual framework that combines mobile
devices and head-mounted Augmented Reality (AR) for visual data
analysis. We propose novel concepts and techniques addressing
visualization-specific challenges. By showing additional 2D and 3D
information around and above displays, we extend their limited
screen space. AR views between displays as well as linking and
brushing are also supported, making relationships between separated visualizations plausible. We introduce the design process
and rationale for our techniques. To validate Marvis’ concepts and
show their versatility and widespread applicability, we describe six
implemented example use cases. Finally, we discuss insights from
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1

INTRODUCTION

Exploration and interpretation of data is part of many daily activities and well supported by visualizations. Due to technical and
research advances, this is no longer limited to traditional desktop
setups [33, 66, 91]. As part of this, Mobile Data Visualization (MobileVis, e.g., [24, 65]) seems to be particularly significant because
1
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nowadays, many people use their phones or tablets as their primary
computer. Many MobileVis examples aim at casual use (cf. Personal
Information Visualization [49]) and are available to a wide audience [93, 97]. Even though rarely explored, the usage of single or
multiple mobile devices also for professional visual data analysis is
promising, as the work by Plank et al. [85] or Langner et al. [64]
demonstrate. Thereby, visualizations on mobile devices can be literally picked up and explored, and multiple devices can be physically
moved and arranged, which seems especially useful in multi-user
settings.
Additionally, Augmented Reality (AR) represents an exciting
alternative to common desktop workplaces. Though not arrived
in the mass market yet, Augmented Reality head-mounted displays (AR HMDs), such as the Microsoft HoloLens1 , show the interest and intent of major technology companies to develop AR
products. They already provide a high visual quality and allow for
a seamless integration into our real world. This makes them also
interesting for visualization researchers. Using AR for data analysis
gained much research interest in the last years, which in a broader
sense belongs to the research area of Immersive Analytics [31].
In this paper, we explore the fundamentals and investigate the
usefulness of combining mobile devices and head-mounted AR for
data visualization. We are convinced that bringing these different
technologies together is promising since their combination could
compensate for the weaknesses of each component. Smartphones
or tablets are omnipresent, have traditional, fixed-sized but highresolution displays, are tangible and thus provide haptic feedback,
and allow for precise interaction via touch or pen input. In contrast,
AR HMDs provide highly flexible and virtually unlimited screen
space, enhanced 3D perception through stereoscopy, and a truly
personal display without a fixed form-factor. While the underlying
idea for this work—extending mobile devices with 2D or 3D information shown in AR—is similar to recent approaches that augment
desktop or large display workplaces [87, 89, 115] (also called Augmented Displays [87]), the key difference is our focus on mobile
devices.
We envision scenarios in which users—each wearing ordinarylooking glasses with AR functionality—can sit with their mobile
device(s) to perform visual data analysis tasks. Phones or tablets
show visualization views to be interacted with. Devices can be
held in the hand, moved around on a table, or physically arranged
with each other easily. AR, on the other hand, supports and extends
mobile device views by providing additional 2D and 3D information
around, above, and even between them.
Specifically, our main contribution is a proposed conceptual
framework, called Marvis (Mobile Devices and Augmented Reality
for Data Visualization). This framework comprises exemplary visualization approaches and general principles that take advantage of
using AR to extend mobile 2D displays. We show how such a setting
can be used to, for example, provide additional context information
while navigating information spaces on mobile devices, integrate
2D and 3D stereoscopic visualizations, support cross-device linking and brushing, or make relationships between separated views
intelligible.

1 Microsoft

Marvis is divided into four core parts and contributions: First, we
systematically describe the design process and design rationale (section 3), which is based on seven expert interviews. Second, we
present novel visualization and interaction concepts (section 4) that
focus on using either a single mobile device or a combination of
two or more mobile devices. Third, we validated our concepts by
implementing a prototype application consisting of six example use
cases (section 5) that adapt different visualization techniques and
data sets, thereby demonstrating the versatility and widespread applicability of the Marvis approach. Finally, we report on feedback
collected from seven experts in hands-on experience sessions and
reflect on lessons learned (section 6). With our exploratory and constructive work (cf. constructive research [83]) we aim at providing
inspiration and an informed basis for the development of future
visualization applications in such novel augmented visualization
environments.

2

RELATED WORK

The work we present builds on existing research at the intersection of the fields of information visualization (InfoVis) and humancomputer interaction (HCI). In the following, we review prior work
in the relevant areas of mobile devices for InfoVis, AR for InfoVis,
as well as the combination of commodity displays with AR.

2.1

Mobile Devices for InfoVis

Simple visualization techniques have already been in focus for
devices such as PDAs [7, 15, 58] where the limited performance
and input was a major constraint. Today’s bandwidth of mobile
devices ranges from smartphones and tablets to wearables such as
smartwatches and fitness trackers, which all are considered in the
area of MobileVis [24, 65]. While a basic approach is to transfer
and adapt existing visualization techniques (e.g., [109]), a majority of the work on InfoVis beyond the desktop [33, 66, 91] builds
on the use of modern mobile devices. Since the most prominent
input modality of those devices is touch, much work focused on
deploying multi-touch interactions to different visualization techniques [6, 30, 94, 96]. One key difference is that instead of using
traditional user interface widgets, such as menus, functionality can
be accessed by directly touching data items, axes, legends, or other
elements of a visualization. Furthermore, touch is often combined
with pen input. For example, Jo et al. [57] developed pen and touch
gestures for a data exploration application on tablets and found this
type of interaction beneficial for novices. Spatial input represents
another interesting form of input, because it can outperform classic
interactions for zooming and panning [92, 103].
Responsive data visualization [1, 2] aims at developing strategies
for adapting layout, information density, and interaction to specific
devices. This is especially crucial considering the limited display
space of mobile devices. Studies on efficiency and performance of
visualizations on mobile devices present a vital foundation for these
adaptations [9, 12, 13]. Due to their connectivity, mobile devices can
be easily combined with other displays. Approaches that make use
of multiple mobile devices for data visualization are most relevant
for our work. While Woźniak et al. [118] designed specifically for
two mobile devices, Langner et al. [63, 64] considered multiple
devices used in combination for visual data analysis. However, a

HoloLens, https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens/
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study by Plank et al. [85] revealed that users seem to be “hesitant to
use multiple tablets in parallel” and often start with just one device.
Zagermann et al. [122] showed that, on the other hand, extensive
training can lead to high device utilization.
Overall, this prior work shows the potential of mobile devices for
data visualization. There still are open challenges, such as designing
effective interactions for small screens and complex visualizations,
further developing visual techniques to address the limited screen
space, and integrating mobile devices into existing device ecologies [26] in a useful way.

2.2

2.3

Integration of AR and other Displays

Early concepts of virtually extending workspaces around conventional displays date back to the early nineties [34, 90]. Since then
there was a lot of interest around this idea. Therefore, several
use cases have been suggested, such as drawing/sketching [3],
CAD or 3D modeling [76, 87], and most importantly data visualization [21, 22, 50, 53, 70, 89, 99, 106, 115]. This idea has also been applied to different types of displays, including desktops [76, 87, 115],
tabletops [20], and larger vertical displays [53, 70, 89, 106]. Cavallo et al. [21, 22] even investigate how to integrate AR within a
multi-display environment.
Interestingly, there is also work on augmenting mobile devices.
Grubert et al.’s MultiFi [42] combines AR with displays on and
around the body. They found that, for instance, combining a smartwatch and AR HMD can improve task performance but at the costs
of higher workload and reduced usability. Sereno et al. [99] envision
that tablets can be used for view manipulation and annotation during the exploration of a volumetric AR visualization. Wu et al. [119]
envisioned gestural interactions to pull digital content from a tablet
or other display into AR. Normand and McGuffin’s VESAD [80]
envisioned to use the co-planar space around a smartphone for,
e.g., extended, alternative, or more detailed views of phone content. Very close to the idea behind Marvis is Hubenschmid et al.’s
ARts [50], in which they describe a system for visualizing an AR
3D parallel coordinates plot above multiple tablets. However, the
tablets are only used as a points of reference to specify the location
of plot axes, thus the displays do not show visualizations.
Overall, it appears that the integration of AR and other displays
has great potential and research on this topic is very active. However, we think that besides Hubenschmid et al.’s initial work [50],
the combination of AR and multiple mobile devices is largely underrepresented.

Augmented Reality for InfoVis

With new immersive display technologies, such as Virtual and
Augmented Reality head-mounted displays, there has been an increased interest in making these technologies available for data
analysts and to study their usefulness in InfoVis. For example, Bach
et al. [5] examined the effectiveness of AR HMDs compared to a
desktop setting and tablet-based AR for typical tasks on 3D scatterplots. Recently, Reipschläger et al. [89] designed several techniques
for augmenting and enhancing visualizations shown on a large
vertical display with AR. Similar, Mahmood et al. [70] suggest to
enhance data analysis with vertical displays by utilizing the surrounding space for showing coordinated AR visualizations. Others
have studied perceptional advantages and challenges for immersive
visualizations (e.g., [69, 117]) or looked into the design of individual
AR visualizations (e.g., [19]). More specifically, there has been research on mobile Augmented Reality for InfoVis. This includes the
work by Büschel et al. [18], investigating interaction for AR visualizations with spatially-tracked tablets, and work done by Drochtert
et al. [29], in which the authors used tablets placed on a table to
anchor nodes of a 3D node-link diagram that could be explored
with mobile AR.
Currently, these trends have culminated in the formation of
the field of Immersive Analytics (IA) [23, 36, 74]. IA combines
the use of novel, immersive display technologies with spatial or
embodied interaction [16] to facilitate data analysis. Skarbez et
al. [102] define IA “as the science of analytical reasoning facilitated
by immersive human-computer interfaces.” A possible advantage
of IA is the use of the whole body for spatial interaction in an
immersive environment [38, 59].
This is highly relevant to our research: The spatial configuration
of mobile devices and the relations between them are central to
our concepts and lend themselves to scenarios where users can
frequently change their viewing angles and positions, possibly
benefiting from IA concepts. IA also suggests itself for collaborative
settings [8] and can be used to show user-specific information
via HMDs [106]. As such, we believe that it fits our use case of
augmenting multiple mobile devices.
The potential benefits of using physical surfaces as references for
immersive 3D visualizations have been studied by Filho et al. [35],
using the example of a space-time cube visualization for trajectory data, rendered above a 2D map in a virtual desk environment.
Similarly, research on using mobile devices [17] and custom tangible controllers [28] for the exploration of immersive visualizations
suggests that combining mobile devices and AR visualizations is
advantageous.

3

MARVIS: PROCESS & DESIGN

The motive of this section is to explain how Marvis’ concepts
(section 4) evolved. We describe our development process (see 3.1),
report on seven expert interviews (see 3.2), and outline our design
decisions (see 3.3).

3.1

Development Process

Our iterative development process can be described as a mixture of
ideation, design thinking, and task-oriented design. The process consisted of the following steps: (1-Ideas) We started by drafting initial
ideas based on our experience with the development of interactive
visualization tools. Additionally, we invited and interviewed seven
visualization and HCI researchers regarding their visions and ideas.
(2-Scope) We then discussed results of the first step and decided on
fundamental design choices, such as AR having a supportive role,
to define the scope of our framework. (3-Concepts) We developed
a set of novel concepts for the use of mobile devices and AR HMDs
for data visualization (section 4). These concepts use and adapt
existing visualization mechanisms, such as overview+detail, small
multiples, and linking and brushing. They further support different
visualization tasks and activities [14, 121], such as identifying, relating, aggregating, and comparing. (4-Prototype) We implemented
3
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Grouped Comments Interviewed Experts 1-7
Use AR to show additional information based on what‘s on mobiles.
Use AR to enable multi-user functionality (e.g., personal views).
Focus on mobile devices, because they are established already.
Align AR information ﬂat on one layer (e.g., at table or mobile).
Use small devices such as smartphones as controllers and for menus.
Use AR to show relations/connections between views/devices.
Use spatial device movement for interaction (e.g., slicing, peephole).
Take advantage of stereoscopy and use AR to show 3D Visualizations.

findings of prior work, envisioned usage and technical aspects,
comments from the seven expert interviews, and visualization tasks
that could be supported.
Mobile only. We follow an approach that is solely based on mobile devices and AR. We deliberately consider no other stationary
displays. Our goal is to explore a device combination that still ensures mobility, allows to be used in various locations, and provides
a form of independence.
Seated usage. We focus on situations where users are seated. We
already prescribed this for the aforementioned interviews because
sitting allows for more concentrated and longer work, which is
particularly relevant for professional and analytical settings. When
sitting at a table, we assume interactions mainly take place at a
table level and one or more devices are moved on or right above a
table. Otherwise, when sitting somewhere without a work surface,
it is more likely that only a single mobile device is held in hand or
resting on the leg or knee. Even though a standing posture could
be an alternative, we think that sitting is more comfortable, thus
more suited for complex or detailed data analysis.
Focus on mobile device. We suggest to use the mobile device
as the primary device. Data analysis is possible with mobile devices
only but combining them with AR HMDs will provide advantages.
The main reason is because, contrary to AR HMDs, mobile devices are already widely used in everyday life, they are ubiquitous.
There are two alternatives to this strategy. First, mobile devices,
AR HMDs, and corresponding software application could exist in
parallel. This, however, would leave the choice of when to use
which tool completely to the user. Moreover, some functions are
more practical on mobile devices (e.g., presenting visualizations
with many fine details), others for AR (e.g., looking at and exploring
a 3D visualization). Second, a focus on AR could make mobile devices expendable. Reasons against this are a currently lower display
quality of AR HMDs, social acceptance of gestural interaction [77],
and precise input capabilities of mobile devices. We also argue that
working with a physical artifact, like a tablet, is a more explicit
form of interaction: Mobile devices can be touched and picked up
(tangibility), which is immediately visible for the people around
and thus preferable over pure virtual interaction.
AR supports and provides context. AR is not used as a substitute but rather as an addition and support, which addresses expert
comments such as “display additional data attributes in AR” or “use
AR to show connections and relationships”. This is also similar to
Wang et al.’s argumentation [115] and leads to the following two
principles: (i) Primary output (visualizations) on mobile devices.
AR HMDs provide contextual information and additional guidance
around, above, and between devices. (ii) To prevent overloading
the user’s field of view, we suggest, similar to Grubert et al. [42],
AR content to be modest and mostly less detailed. In cases where
AR shows a fully and detailed visualization, it either is not the only
or main visualization or it directly benefits from being shown in
3D (stereoscopy). While this choice also reflects capabilities of current AR HMDs, it can be reviewed on further significant technical
developments.
Touch over mid-air interaction. We propose to realize most
interaction with mobile devices. By using touch or pen input or device movement (cf. micro-mobility [73]), we make use of fine motor

Table 1: Comments made during the expert interviews in the
design phase. This table lists 8 of overall 16 grouped comments with a minimum of 4 mentions, sorted by frequency.

six exemplary and interactive use cases (section 5) to aid the discussion and revision of our concepts. Each use case adapts a real-world
data set and demonstrates a particular concept, such as seamless
coupling of a 2D and 3D visualization. (5-Feedback) Finally, we
invited the same seven experts again and conducted expert reviews
using the developed prototype.

3.2

Expert Interviews in Design Phase

Besides developing our own initial ideas, we invited seven other
researchers from our institute for individual expert interviews. All
experts (four PhD-level, three PhD student) were HCI and visualization researchers and have developed interactive information systems themselves in the past. They all had good knowledge in using
data visualizations: on a 5-point scale (no, low, moderate, advanced,
expert-level), four rated their experience regarding the use of visualizations as moderate, two as advanced and one as expert-level.2 The
seven semi-structured interviews lasted approx. 45 minutes and
were conducted by one investigator. The goal was to collect specific
ideas regarding the use of mobile devices and AR HMDs for data visualization, to identify promising general principles, and to discuss
challenges. As impulses for discussion, we provided a list of typical
visualization tasks [14, 121] and four application examples as image
cards showing existing visualization techniques (i.e., geospatial data
visualization, temporal data visualization, network visualization,
and multiple coordinated views). Interviews comprised elements of
brainstorming and paper prototyping. Besides pen and paper, we
printed silhouettes of different mobile devices, which were used
by the experts to quickly sketch and explain ideas. We videotaped
each session for documentation and took notes for later analysis.
Two of the authors discussed, labeled, and grouped these notes.
The general themes that emerged from a total of 92 unique notes
are: the role of mobile devices and AR, which information to show,
how and where to display information in AR, handling of mobile
devices, and the interaction with information. The most frequent
comments are listed in Table 1. We finally considered these comments for the decision on design choices, design of our concepts,
and implementation of the prototype.

3.3

Design Choices & Rationales

The scope and characteristics of Marvis are defined by several
design decisions. We made those based on our own experience,
2 For

further details see supplemental material, also available on our project website
https://imld.de/marvis/
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Figure 2: Use of AR for adapting different Overview+Detail and Focus+Context techniques: (a) A typical map overview; (b) Marginal histograms around the mobile device; (c) 3D visualization of a Matrix Cube; (d) Navigation support by an off-screen
coordinate origin; (e) Zoomed in bar chart with fisheye-style continuation; (f) Mobile device as a detailed lens into a larger map.
Note that information shown in AR is colored in purple, that of mobile devices in blue.
skills and sensitivity of our own hands. Moreover, touch capabilities of current mobile devices better suit precision requirements
for engaging with often visually detailed visualizations. However,
direct interaction with AR content is clearly needed as well. Modern
AR HMDs allow for mid-air gestures, such as air-tap or poke. Alternatively, around-device interaction [62] could be useful, because
AR content is likely to be displayed in the immediate periphery of
a mobile device.
Spatial awareness of devices. We assume positions and orientations of mobile devices and AR HMDs are known and usable
for visualization applications. While such a tracking is of course
technically challenging, several examples show the technical feasibility with external [64, 86] or internal [41, 48, 55, 75] tracking
approaches. Marvis’ concepts (section 4) would be possible without spatial awareness but in all cases with considerable extra efforts
for users. For example, AR content could then only be positioned
manually and arrangements of two or more mobile devices would
have to be specified by additional touch gestures [63, 78, 82].

4

each in a distinct presentation space” [27]. For mobile devices, however, it is especially difficult to find and use precious screen space
for both views. Additionally, a small display makes it harder to
keep an overview, e.g., during navigation. We therefore propose to
supplement a detailed visualization on a mobile device with useful
virtual overviews shown around the device in AR. A possible
AR overview is a mini map for a geographic map with boundaries
indicating the detail view’s location. Figure 2a also shows that in
contrast to common practice, this AR overview does not have to
be a small world-in-miniature component compared to the mobile
device. Another example are marginal histograms for scatterplots
or metric views for node-link diagrams [84]. Shown alongside a
mobile device in AR, those histograms could support data exploration and discovery by visualizing number of link crossings or link
coverage (Figure 2b). An example for more complex data is the 3D
visualization of a Matrix Cube [4] shown in AR (Figure 2c). The 3D
overview and the highlight of the cube layer currently displayed
on the mobile device support understanding and navigation.
These examples illustrate the general idea of showing a distinct overview visualization in AR to help users to explore data,
relate views, and make better use of a mobile device’s screen. This
approach can be used for many other existing overview+detail
techniques (e.g., border visualizations with node proxies for UML
diagramming [37], TimeSpan’s overview area [68], or the HEDA
component [67]). Moreover, due to stereoscopy AR HMDs can help
in cases in which it would be useful to actually display a threedimensional representation of data for overview (e.g., 3D height
maps or 3D displays of medical image data).

MARVIS: CONCEPTS

Based on the design choices described above, we propose and systematically describe several new visualization and interaction concepts. We present exemplary techniques that are grounded in common visualization principles and tasks, including overview+detail,
identification and connection of data items, selection through linking and brushing, data filtering, and visual comparison. By using
the combination of mobile devices and AR as an enabling technology, we also adapt and enhance existing visualization techniques.
The section is organized into two categories: a single mobile device
with AR (see 4.1) and two or more mobile devices with AR (see 4.2).

4.1

4.1.2 Focus+Context & Seamless Visualization Extension. In contrast to overview+detail, the principle behind focus+context is to
integrate both the focus and context visualization “into a single
display where all parts are concurrently visible” [27]. However, for
mobile devices the extent of a focus visualization is critical. It either
consumes too much display space and leaves no room for a context
visualization, or its scale causes issues of readability and visibility.
Therefore, we suggest to use AR for a direct and seamless
display extension: The mobile device shows the focus region and
AR provides the context visualization. This way, for example, a
geographical map on a mobile device can be seamlessly continued
in the surroundings of the device. The same applies to off-screen
coordinate origins or axes of a scatterplot (Figure 2d). Figure 2e

Single Mobile Device with AR

The following concepts seek to highlight the benefit of using a
single mobile device with AR for working with overview+detail,
focus+context, alternative visualizations, visualization user interface components, and superimposed 3D visualizations. Generally,
we apply two core ideas for an AR extension of a device: using the
space around and the 3D space above.
4.1.1 Overview+Detail. Overview+detail is characterized by “the
simultaneous display of both an overview and detailed view [...]
5
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shows a variant of a fisheye-style bar chart [39] with parts of the
distorted context area (i.e., thin bars) displayed left and right of the
mobile device in AR. As mentioned during the expert interviews,
another interesting opportunity for maps or other visualizations of
zoomable information spaces is to adapt a Tangible Views [104] or
Peephole Display [120] approach. Visualizations are positioned and
fixed in relation to real world objects, such as a table [18]. A handheld mobile device can be used as a window into the data space by
moving and rotating it within and around that data (Figure 2f and
6a). In order to support navigation and exploration, the situated
information space can be made visible in AR.
Technically, our focus+context approach is not a direct integration of focus and context into a single view. However, we think
that AR is very capable of imitating an adequate visual continuity. The perceived outcome depends on the technical abilities of
the AR HMD but also on the involved visualization techniques.
Techniques, such as bar charts, showing discrete visual elements
might tolerate a certain discontinuity, whereas node-link diagrams
or maps are more sensitive to visual gaps between AR and a mobile
device. However, due to the limited display space, a seamless display
extension is relevant for many mobile visualization applications.

shown around the device instead (Figure 3b). Due to AR’s flexibility, alternative visualizations can also be shown in full size, i.e.,
adapted to the size of a mobile device. This could support readability and comparison between AR and a mobile device. Figure 3c
shows that AR views can also be tilted towards the user or along
the border of a device, achieving settings similar to Marquardt et
al.’s SurfaceConstellations [72].
4.1.4 Separated Visualization User Interface Components. Similar
to our concepts for overview+detail and alternative visualization
views, we suggest to offload distinct user interface components
of visualizations to AR. Figure 3d illustrates the idea. This concept is particularly relevant because many visualization systems
come with space-consuming components, such as menus, toolbars,
controls, and preference panes, but also legends or color scales.
Although specific to desktop-sized screens and 3D modeling use
cases, DesignAR [87] nicely showcases how such user interface
components can be attached around a conventional display using
AR. In a follow-up work Reipschläger et al. [89] also describe how
components of a visualization, such as axes, links, selections, or
legends, can be extended with AR content. However, to specifically
address limited screen space of mobile devices, we suggest to first
offload separate components to AR and thus release a part of the
display area.

4.1.3 Alternative Visualization Views. Many visualization systems
allow to choose between alternative views to support and guide data
exploration. These alternatives typically result from different visual
representations and encodings for the data (cf. level 2 systems [81])
as well as the partitioning of information spaces. However, presenting several alternative views on a mobile device requires a
thumbnail-like presentation. Since this influences recognizability,
readability, and interaction, Sadana and Stasko [95] investigated
multiple coordinated views for tablets using a maximum of three
views.
Similar to our overview+detail concept and the Small Multiples,
Large Singles approach [114], we propose to show other available
views or alternative configurations of a current visualization
in AR: The large single view is displayed on the mobile device,
alternatives are arranged around the device. For example, a scatterplot matrix (SPLOM) or trellis plot representing alternative views
with different configurations can be shown in AR, while the mobile device displays one specific cell or view (Figure 3a and 5a-c).
In case of a dashboard application, primary visualizations can be
displayed on the mobile device directly, other available views are

4.1.5 Superimposed 3D Visualizations. Until now we have described
how AR can augment the space around a mobile device for 2D visualizations. Another essential idea is to use the space above a
mobile device to visualize further data by making use of the third
dimension. This way AR provides additional, embedded data. At the
same time, a number of existing techniques also involve some form
of 3D graphics. However, due to missing 3D display capabilities,
such 3D visualizations or 3D views are always reduced to a single
two-dimensional projection when shown on a mobile device. In
addition, effective interactions for 3D visualizations represent a
particularly important and ongoing challenge [18].
In this context, we suggest to use an AR HMD to superimpose and couple a 2D visualization on a mobile device with threedimensional, hologram-like visualizations in AR. A simple use
case for that are 3D icons or 3D glyphs [108, 113] (Figure 7a). Moreover, techniques using the space-time cube metaphor (e.g., [61]) as
an underlying model would also benefit from our setting. The mobile device represents the base of the space-time cube, for example
a geographical map, AR is used to visualize the temporal aspects of
6
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Figure 4: Use of AR for Relations Between Visualizations, Combination of Visualizations, and Multi-User Support: (a) Linking
and brushing supported by curved AR connections; (b) Ribbons between devices indicate the relative proportions; (c) Icon
meta-visualizations reveal view relations; (d) AR bar chart summarizes calculated differences between views; (e) Merging two
views in AR; (f) Personal and shared areas for collaborative activities.
data. For instance, AR can show continuous 3D tracks [61] for which
time is mapped to the height above the mobile device (Figure 3e and
7b). Figure 3f and 6c illustrate how a 3D wall visualization [112]
is aligned to a map displayed on a mobile device. Besides such
InfoVis techniques, 3D scientific visualizations could also benefit
from this concept. Continuing the example of the map again, AR
enables to display wind, weather, and ocean conditions in 3D (above
a reference map shown on the mobile device).
We acknowledge the ongoing controversial discourse on the use
of 3D for data visualization (e.g., [11, 100, 107]), which is why we
argue to limit the use of 3D to when it either is necessary (e.g.,
due to the data) or has clear benefits for the users. We think 3D
visualizations can be made useful by leveraging the combination
of mobile devices and AR because AR HMDs provide an enhanced
illusion of depth through stereoscopy. They also allow inspecting
data from different angles simply by head or device movement, or by
literally picking up and rotating a superimposed 3D visualization.

4.2

but allows to control it ‘remotely’. Also, a selection of data items
in one view could be used as input for a filter operation applied
to a second view. Another relation is the identity of data items
across multiple visualizations which often is visible when using
linking and brushing. However, the awareness and understanding
of these relations can be challenging due to the spatial separation
and number of views.
We therefore propose to provide visual feedback in AR about
view relations in the space between and above mobile devices.
As a simple example, Figure 4a shows that linking and brushing
can be supported by displaying connections between data items in
AR (similar to AR brushing and linking [89], integrated views [54],
or spatially-aware visual links [25]). Furthermore, connections can
also been drawn in AR between an overview visualization and all
its detail views. Connections between views can be represented in
many different ways. A minimalistic option for simple cases is to
show lines between devices, as directional or non-directional edges.
In more refined variants, such lines can be replaced by paths or
3D arcs addressing overlapping and intersections of connections.
In addition, the visual links encode further information about the
relation itself (Figure 5d). This can be useful to support the understanding of, e.g., how much of an information space is covered in a
detail view. Besides bringing existing techniques such as Tobiasz
et al.’s icon meta-visualizations [110] to AR (Figure 4c), another
approach is to adapt principles of flow maps, sankey diagrams, or
parallel sets by displaying connection ribbons of different widths
between devices (Figure 4b).
In general, the use of AR provides a large virtual canvas allowing
to visualize relations without competing for the limited display
space of a mobile device. We think that making relations accessible in this extended way could help users to ascertain, better
understand, and even control the state of those connections. The
relevance of this increases when more views are involved, more
mobile devices are used, and visualizations are spatially more separated.

Two and More Mobile Devices with AR

In the previous section, we described how AR extensions can be
useful for a single mobile device. In the following, we explore concepts that illustrate how AR can support data visualization with
two or more devices. This is relevant for both single users and
multi-user scenarios. We sometimes carry more than one mobile
device with us already today; and when two or more people meet,
it is likely that several mobile devices will be brought along [64, 85]
and used together for collaborative visualization [51]. Moreover, in
the future, when tablets become even more lightweight and even
less expensive, plenty of such devices might be provided and ready
to be used at places such as offices or meeting rooms (borrowing
from Weiser’s idea of “pads” [116]). The section comprises concepts
which show how relations between visualizations can be extended
with AR, feature the arrangement and combination of visualizations, and provide AR support for multiple users. In addition to
using the space around and above, here we also exploit the space
between multiple devices.

4.2.2 Combination of Visualizations. So far, the relation between
views focused on interaction aspects such as overview+detail or
linking and brushing but it can go beyond that and be more complex. We therefore suggest using AR to support the combination
of visualizations. From a high-level perspective, combinations
refer to methods allowing to derive or produce new visualizations
based on components of existing visualizations. For example, users
might be interested in a visualization showing where two data

4.2.1 Relation Between Visualizations. In order to make multiple
mobile devices useful for data exploration, a user should be allowed
to connect and distribute visualizations across those devices [64, 85].
Visualizations can relate to each other in many ways, for instance:
In an overview+detail setting the overview does not only show
and continuously update the position and size of the detail view,
7
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subsets overlap or differ. Figure 4d illustrates how a bar chart in
AR could summarize differences between the two visualizations.
This refers to data-level combinations involving logical operators
and various forms of aggregation (e.g., conjunction, disjunction,
maxima, minima, averages, sums, counts). Alternatively, when data
is represented in different visualizations, users might want to better
connect this data by bringing them into the same visual space. For
example, the difference of two visualizations could be shown in
AR by ‘merging’ (Figure 4e) which has some relation to explicit
encodings [40] for visual comparison. An AR visualization could
also be moved and positioned above another visualization shown
on a mobile device to archive the same result. Such view-level combinations directly relate to superimposed, overloaded, or nested
views, which represent different forms of composite visualizations
views [54].
Similar to scatterplot matrices (SPLOM), Figure 7c illustrates
the crossing of data dimensions by combining devices via a special device arrangement. This directly builds on Langner et al.’s
VisTiles [64] and is motivated by people’s behavior in placing two
objects of interest close to each other [52, 111]. Despite diverse
possibilities of such combinations, the advantage of AR is that the
additional views can again be displayed in any size and orientation, in contrast to the rather unlikely use of a third or even fourth
mobile device.
Moreover, AR can improve the discoverability of combined visualizations, helping to introduce that function to users. Using a
device’s location and its inertial sensors, the system can try to detect when users intent to combine visualizations. Visual feedback
on possible combinations can then be provided. On one hand, it can
show possible target positions (“user, you can move your device
here or there”). On the other hand, a lightweight preview of what
would be displayed could be shown as well (“user, this very combination would be possible here”). That way users can be assisted and
provided with a proper feed forward mechanism which supports
“awareness of device presence and connectivity” [71].

5

MARVIS: PROTOTYPE REALIZATION

In the previous section, we presented new visualization and interaction concepts using the augmentation of the space around,
above, and between mobile devices. The goals for this section
are to demonstrate the technical feasibility and further highlight
the utility of Marvis. We implemented a prototype application3
consisting of six example use cases. Each example demonstrates
parts of our concepts, but also extends and enhances already existing visualization techniques. This systematic approach exemplifies
how our proposed concepts can be realized, considering different
data and visualization techniques and different user interactions.
While the prototype already serves the validation of our concepts,
we additionally presented it to seven experts for a hands-on experience (section 6). We first describe our technical implementation
and then detail each example use case.

5.1

Technical Implementation & Setup

All six example use cases are implemented in one interactive prototype application. Even though they technically can run in parallel
(showcased in Figure 1a), each example loads different data and
thus represents another scenario. The application is realized as a
client-server model comprising three major components: an AR
client, a mobile device client, and an application server.
The AR client runs on a Microsoft HoloLens 2, which has a diagonal field of view of 52◦ and, according to official documentation4 ,
provides a resolution of ca. 2.500 light points per radian. Due to
built-in hand tracking, mid-air gestures, such as tap, poke, and
grasp, allow direct interaction with holograms. The application and
all its visualizations are implemented with the Unity game engine.
Although interaction with AR content is handled in the AR client,
the application server receives notifications about events, such as
selections.
The mobile device client is a web application written in JavaScript.
For the user interface, we use different libraries, e.g., D3.js [10] for
visualizations, Materialize for controls such as buttons or sliders,
and Hammer.js for touch gesture recognition5 . We used two Samsung Galaxy Tab S3 tablets (approx. 9.7 inch, 2.048 × 1.536 px, 430 g),
but our setup supports any device with a modern web browser to
connect and run the application. As with the AR client, interactions
with visualizations are handled locally but are also forwarded to the
server as events. Upon establishing a connection with the server,
the client displays a menu allowing to select and start one of the
example use cases.
The application server manages the global application state, all
connections to client devices, loading of data sets (stored in CSV
files), data requests, and spatial positions of devices. It is programmed using Node.js and Express6 and uses JSON-RPC on top of
WebSockets for client-server communication. We use the motion
capturing system OptiTrack7 for tracking locations of all client
devices. For that, both tablets and the HoloLens are equipped with
IR-reflective markers, which are captured by five infrared cameras

4.2.3 Multi-User Support. As already mentioned, meetings with
two, three, or more people allow for collaborative use of multiple
devices. Since we think AR HMDs have great potential for providing
visual guidance, similar to visual feedback on possible visualization
combinations, we suggest to make use of AR to support multi-user
situations and collaborative activities. For example, we know
that there are different types of territories in collaborative tabletop
workspaces [98], which can be visualized in AR (Figure 4f). AR can
also enable individual and user-specific information displays during
collaboration. When devices are rotated differently, the alignment of
text labels or menus can be corrected in AR. Likewise, visualizations
of distant devices can be shown in AR in a larger and tilted way.
To support phases of parallel work and avoid distraction, linking
and brushing can be adapted in a way that users see the result of
their interaction in AR only, that is highlighting of selected items
is not displayed on mobile devices. We think that there are many
of such opportunities for multi-user scenarios, but fully exploring
such specialized collaboration techniques would go beyond the
scope of this work.

3A

supplementary video is available on our project website: https://imld.de/marvis/

4 HoloLens 2 hardware https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens/hololens2-hardware
5 D3.js

https://d3js.org, Materialize https://materializecss.com, Hammer.js https://
hammerjs.github.io
6 Node.js https://nodejs.org/, Express https://expressjs.com/
7 OptiTrack https://optitrack.com
8
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Figure 5: Showing additional visualizations around and between devices: (a) The mobile device is placed inside the SPLOM
showing one cell, while AR provides an iconic representation of all other cells; (b) The same SPLOM with a different position of
the mobile device; (c) The mobile device shows one cell of the SPLOM with four neighboring tablet-sized cells visible in AR;
(d) AR link between two devices; (e) The link shows additional information about the device connection (number of selected
and filtered nodes).
mounted to the ceiling. The server receives tracking data from
OptiTrack, transforms positions into the coordinate system of the
HoloLens, and sends position updates of mobile devices to the AR
client.

5.2

helps to reduce visual clutter of the user’s view. Another display
opportunity is a tilted preview attached to a device edge.
Overall, this use case shows how AR can help to work with
multiple visualizations. SPLOM navigation also showcases how
to compensate for limited mobile display space, thus enabling
a structured exploration process that is rather known from visualization solutions for larger, desktop-sized screens. The most
relevant concepts for this example are Alternative Visualization
Views (see 4.1.3) and, as the thumbnail designs also present alternative views in an overview-like manner, partly the Overview+Detail
concept (see 4.1.1). We think this SPLOM example provides an inspiration to investigate whether other techniques can be adapted in a
similar way (e.g., ScatterDice [32], matrix cubes [4], small multiples,
dashboards).

Implemented Example Use Cases

5.2.1 Scatterplot Matrix Navigation. Scatterplot matrices (SPLOMs)
are widely used and represent a convenient and relatively easy-tounderstand multi-dimensional visualization technique. Their main
characteristic is that, resulting from all possible mappings of data
dimensions to x-y axes, scatterplots are ordered into respective
rows and columns. With regard to overview+detail, a SPLOM is
often shown next to a larger scatterplot, allowing for a structured
exploration of multivariate data. On a mobile device, however, it is
hard to show both the SPLOM and the detailed scatterplot at the
same time while still ensuring readability and interactivity.
We implemented four different SPLOM designs, each with its
own advantages and disadvantages, to explore how AR HMDs can
provide support for navigating within a SPLOM. As data we use
properties of cars8 with a total of eight dimensions. It applies to
all designs that the mobile device shows one full-size cell of the
SPLOM (beginning at the top left). The general idea for AR is to
provide alternative views (see 4.1.3), while the mobile device and
the shown cell are part of the SPLOM. The first design shows the
entire 8 × 8 SPLOM in AR, with each cell equally sized as the mobile
device view. The second design uses thumbnails instead of full-size
cells but still shows the entire SPLOM (Figure 5a). A third design
reduces the thumbnail SPLOM to showing only the row and column
specified by the mobile device position. The fourth design uses fullsize cells again but shows only a single neighbor at each side of the
device (Figure 5c). For interaction, users can move orthogonally
within the SPLOM (Figure 5a-b) by performing a swipe gesture
parallel to one of the scatterplot axes. Touching and encircling data
items on the mobile device also allows for linking and brushing,
with affected plots shown in AR. Displaying these neighbors as
thumbnails of the actual scatterplots (Figure 5b) makes it easier to
show an entire SPLOM using reasonable space. The thumbnail size

5.2.2 Node-Link Diagram and Attribute Visualization. Node-link
diagrams represent one of the most common visual representations
of network data which can also be associated with additional attributes. In this example, we use Twitter data9 of 320 accounts with
seven attributes (e.g., follows, followed by, number of tweets). Although various approaches and techniques exist for visualizing such
multivariate networks [79], a simple strategy is to use separated
views for the topology and attributes, such as node-link layouts
plus a parallel coordinates plot [43] or matrix views [60, 105]. In
this use case, we show a topology and an attribute view on two
different mobile devices. To explore the topology, a user navigates
the node-link diagram via drag and pinch-to-zoom. Selected nodes
will also be highlighted in the attribute visualization, which is connected through linking and brushing. This linking can be extended
to further consider the actual viewport of the node-link diagram
to, for example, filter data items in the attribute visualization if
these items are, due to zooming and panning, not visible in the
node-link diagram anymore (cf. filter-by-viewport [64]). To further
enrich the process and to support the user with information about
the existence of an cross-device connectivity, additional AR visualizations, like a link (Figure 5d), can be shown. It allows visualizing
the effective direction of an connection (in our prototype from the
node-link diagram to the attribute visualization) and additional

8 Source

cars data: https://github.com/RodolfoViana/exploratory-data-analysisdataset-cars

9 Source

9

Twitter data: https://johnguerra.co/viz/influentials/eurovis2018/
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Figure 6: Extending map visualizations: (a) AR is used to continue the map using less details (street-layer and data items);
(b) More abstract visual style (highways, bodies of water, and data items), also illustrating details-on-demand on both the
mobile device and in AR; (c) Adaptation of Great Wall of Space-Time [112], the wall in AR details unemployment data per
selected country over time (bottom to top).
unemployment data of European countries11 . Touch interaction on
the mobile device allows users to zoom and pan a map of European
countries and select individual countries. These selected countries
then represent a path through Europe, which is used to specify a
“non-planar slice through space-time” [112]. Finally, the development of long-term unemployment in selected countries over time is
visualized in form of an AR 3D wall extruded along the previously
defined path (Figure 6c). Furthermore, Tominski and Schulz [112]
provided separated controls for adjusting the height and lifting of
the wall. Although not realized, we envision this to be realized in
a direct fashion by touching and moving AR buttons at the top or
bottom of the wall via a mid-air touch or grab gesture.
At the core of this use case is the concept Superimposed 3D Visualizations (see 4.1.5). The example aims at showing that transferring
3D graphics shown on top of a map to AR can make the use of
3D visualizations more accessible. The off-loaded color scale (Figure 6c) also demonstrates the idea of Separated Visualization User
Interface Components (see 4.1.4). Besides interaction opportunities
for the map, the mobile device helps to naturally inspect the 3D
wall visualization from different angles by either moving the head
or picking up and rotating the mobile device. This shows that the
two display technologies can nicely complement each other.

meta information, like the amount of nodes and edges currently
visible or selected.
This use case mainly demonstrates a specific possibility of the
Relation Between Visualizations concept (see 4.2.1). It shows a connection between devices and aims at making the system easier to
understand by indicating the relation of a partial view to the overall
data.
5.2.3 Map Navigation. Data often has a spatial context and can be
visualized in combination with, for example, a geographical map.
To show this, we visualize a subset of a real-world victim-based
crime data set10 . Each neighborhood of the city of Baltimore is
represented by a circle on top of a map (Figure 6a). The size of
a circle is mapped to the sum of individual crimes committed in
this neighborhood. A single tap selects a circle, while a double tap
opens details-on-demand as a tool tip (Figure 6b) which contains
additional information about different crime types in that neighborhood. Touching and performing common pinch-to-zoom is used
for navigation. Since the small display of a mobile device can make
it hard to preserve an overview of the overall information space
while zooming and panning a map, parts of the map are displayed
around the mobile device in AR (see 4.1.2). For this AR map, we
implemented two different abstracted visual styles. Both show data
items and details-on-demand in AR but one uses a unicolored street
layer (Figure 6a). The other is even more diminished and shows
highways and water only but using the typical colors yellow and
blue (Figure 6b).
Overall, this use case focuses on the concept Focus+Context &
Seamless Visualization Extension (see 4.1.2). It illustrates how a
display extension for a mobile device with an AR HMD can assist
map navigation. We also showcase the use of different levels of
detail.

5.2.5 Scatterplot with 3D Glyphs and Trajectories. Besides SPLOM,
single scatterplots can be used for the visualization of multivariate
data. For this purpose, it is typical to not only use the position
but other visual channels, such as color, shape, or size, to encode
data. Although such a scatterplot can of course be displayed on
a mobile device, Marvis allows different data dimensions to be
displayed in AR in the space above the mobile device. To illustrate
this, we adapt parts of the Gapminder interface12 , from which we
also compiled a data set of approximately 26.000 numeric values.
The idea is that the mobile device shows a bubble chart, in which
each bubble represents one of 19 countries of the Group of Twenty
(G20, excl. European Union). Indicators of economy and politics,
such as population, life expectancy, income per person, or CO2
emissions, are used as data dimensions and can be encoded by x-y
position and size of a bubble. While color encodes the affiliation to
a continent, each chart shows data for a specific year, spanning 200

5.2.4 Non-Planar Slices on a Map. Another common case is the
visualization of spatio-temporal data. Marvis’ combination of a
mobile device and AR HMD is a great opportunity to overlay 3D information, for example, as stacked layers, on a map. As mentioned
before (see 4.1.5), the technique Great Wall of Space-Time [112]
could be adapted directly. For that, we use 21 years of long-term
10 Source

crime data: https://data.baltimorecity.gov/, BPD Part 1 Victim Based Crime
Data by Baltimore Police Department, last updated 08/25/2017, licensed under CC BY
3.0

11 Source unemployment data: https://www.ilo.org/ilostat through www.gapminder.org
12 Gapminder

10

Tool, https://www.gapminder.org/tools/
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Figure 7: Showing 3D visualizations above and between devices: (a) Scatterplot extended with 3D glyphs; (b) Another scatterplot
superimposed with 3D trajectories based on the position (x, y, z) over time; (c) AR heatmap and stacked bars resulting from a
combination of visualizations and devices; (d) Since rows and columns are selected, individual cells and stacked bars at the
intersection are highlighted.
years from 1810 to 2010. Touching and dragging a slider below the
chart triggers animated changes of position and size for for each
country. In addition to this, our prototype uses AR to add either 3D
glyphs or trajectories.
3D Glyphs: On the basis of size or diameter, we extend bubbles
into the 3rd dimension by showing 3D glyphs standing on top of
them (Figure 7a). Similar to Thakur and Hanson’s 3D visualization [108], each glyph encodes the change of size of its corresponding bubble over all years (from 1810 at bottom to 2010 at top). This
improves the overview as it shows how one of the data dimensions
develops over time. 3D glyphs are realized using vertically symmetric billboard line graphs (2D graphics sprites always facing the
viewer). Once the user selects bubbles, 3D line graphs appear as
detail-on-demand. A visual mark in the line graph (height) indicates the current year. When exploring the data dimension time
by scrolling the time slider, this visual marker moves up or down
accordingly and glyphs follow their corresponding bubbles.
3D Trajectories: As an alternative, a 3D bubble chart can also
encode another data attribute using the position (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧). AR can
then show the third axis (𝑧), the bubbles and their paths in 3D
above the mobile device (Figure 7b). Perpendicular lines from the
3D bubbles connect their 2D counterparts and help users orient.
Selections of bubbles on the mobile device also select corresponding
3D bubbles. Upon selection, 3D trajectories appear and provide an
overview of how the three data attributes develop over time.
This use case mainly illustrates how AR can be used to encode
further data dimensions, improve overall overview, and help with
comparison of data items. The most relevant concept for this example is Superimposed 3D Visualizations (see 4.1.5). Even though
specifically shown here for scatterplots, the same approach could
be applied to other visualization techniques easily.

starting point is a set of two mobile devices: one shows the number of students enrolled per semester (20 winter terms), the other
shows the number of students per course of study (16 courses).
To inspect further details, the user creates a corner-to-corner device arrangement, activating a heatmap shown between the two
devices in AR (Figure 7c). The heatmap results from the combination of the bar charts and thus each cell shows the number of
students for the crossing of a specific course of study and semester.
This enables users to understand how each item of a bar chart is
constructed, without just performing this combination mentally
(reducing mental workload). A further selection of one of the bars
via tap on the mobile device will reveal even more information
for the corresponding heatmap row or column in AR. 3D stacked
bars (Figure 7c) display demographic details regarding gender and
country of origin (i.e., local or international). In order to focus on
individual stacked bars, both a row and a column needs to be selected. As a result, only the stacked bar at the intersection of this
selection is highlighted (Figure 7d).
This use case mainly exemplifies the concept Combination of
Visualizations (see 4.2.2). AR helps to convey further data without
altering visualizations on mobile devices, whereas touch interaction
is used to stepwise specify where to enrich information.

6

DISCUSSION: EXPERT REVIEWS & LESSONS
LEARNED

After having introduced the Marvis concepts and our implemented
prototype in detail, the goal of this discussion section is to report
on feedback and reflect on lessons learned.
As another part of our iterative development process and in addition to the initial expert interviews (see 3.2), we invited the same
seven experts again (HCI and visualization researchers) to evaluate
our concepts and early prototype. We therefore conducted seven individual expert reviews as hands-on sessions allowing them to test
the implemented use cases themselves. We deliberately used simple
data for the use cases ensuring that specific domain knowledge of
the data was not necessary. Each session lasted approx. 50 minutes
(eight minutes per use case), was conducted by one investigator, and,
after a general introduction, proceeded as follows: The investigator
started a use case, explained its data, intended use, and functionality;
In a think-aloud style, experts then verbally stated their opinions

5.2.6 Combined Bar Charts with Heatmap and 3D Stacked Bars. Bar
charts represent a simple but widely used technique. Despite their
relatively low complexity, using multiple bar charts also allows
users to develop an overview of data. Building on multivariate data
about university students13 , their enrolled courses, gender, and
country of origin, we show how Marvis can be used to combine
bar charts and thus provide additional, detailed information. The
13 Source

student data: https://www-genesis.destatis.de/genesis//online?operation=
table&code=21311-0003
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and reported advantages, disadvantages, and problems. While we
again videotaped sessions, we also took notes which resulted in
much valuable qualitative feedback already. After digitizing a total
of 190 individual notes, two of the authors collaboratively labeled
and grouped these notes using affinity diagramming. Themes revealed by this are: successful design, design issues and alternatives,
missing functionality, AR information display, interaction, device
tracking and registration, and user behavior and perception.
Overall, the experts were very positive and interested in seeing
how initial ideas evolved into an interactive prototype. They stated,
e.g., “convincing, AR complements and adds value to the exploration
process” and “interesting idea, the tablet displays a detailed view,
AR offers pointers for next steps.” The SPLOM use case (see 5.2.1)
helped to discuss the extent of AR views (“thumbnails are good
for overview, full-size cells are to large”) and interaction (“selection
in AR via poke gesture is missing”). The node-link diagram and
attribute visualization example (see 5.2.2) showed that relations
between views and devices can be designed in various ways (“the
connection should be curved and above devices”, “use colored borders
to reveal device connections”). The map navigation use case (see 5.2.3)
allowed to reflect on the role of display technologies and the level
of detail for AR (“great, tablet appears like a detail cutout”, “the
more diminished design is to be preferred, since priority is on data,
i.e. tablet”). Comments about the example of a 3D wall on a map
(see 5.2.4) focused on interaction again (“use mid-air pinch gesture for
zooming”, “lift the tablet for slicing through the wall”). The 3D glyphs
and trajectories use case (see 5.2.5) emphasized the tangibility of
a tablet (“great to be able to pick up and rotate a 3D visualization”)
but also the importance of alignment (“hard to recognize which 2D
and 3D paths belong together”). Similarly, the combined bar charts
example (see 5.2.6) showed that alignment is crucial (“gap between
views is too large”, “show guidelines from bars to columns and rows”),
but also that AR now seemed more central (“too bad the tablet is
only used for selection”).

suggested to support device movements for selecting or picking a
view (two experts), navigating a visualization (three experts), or
specifying a parameter such as size of a corresponding AR visualization (one expert). At the same time, one expert noted that such
spatial input would be in conflict with the idea “to pick up a device
simply because of comfort reasons or to enjoy a 3D visualization.”
This illustrates the need to further explore how the inherent
mobility of devices can be preserved when device movement is
directly used for interaction. In any case, it should be considered
that the freedom of movement is rather limited in seated scenarios
(design choice seated usage). Therefore, it remains open whether it
would perform the same way as it does when standing up [103].
Layout and Alignment in AR. The way information is positioned
in AR can rely on physical properties [87], such as the position,
orientation, or size of a mobile device as well as the number and location of users. Besides detached and freely positioned information
displayed in AR, our own experience and positive expert feedback
affirms the primary strategy of positioning AR content relatively
to a mobile device, which stems from our design choices to focus
on the mobile device and that AR supports and provides context.
In this context, 5 experts stated their preference for arranging AR
content on a planar layer specified by the device position and orientation. Four experts mentioned that some content could also stand
on this plane or being tilted towards the user (e.g., legends, views).
Additionally, AR content can also be positioned relatively to the
table, i.e., fixed on the table surface (four experts). It also seems to
be useful to switch between such points of reference to attach some
views to the device and some to the table (three experts).
Overall, we can state that more applications and practical realizations for specific domains are needed. Since there are numerous
possible designs of ‘where to place AR views?’ and ‘how to orientate and arrange them?’, this will allow us to better understand
consequences of design decisions case by case and then to derive
underlying principles.

Interaction in AR. One of our design choices was to realize most
interaction with visualizations through mobile devices. In addition
to our awareness that direct interaction with AR content is clearly
needed, the use of our prototype emphasizes this need. This was
also confirmed by six of seven experts. Essentially, they expected
to be able to select or manipulate the AR visualization using midair gestures, for example, to “select a SPLOM cell via air-tap or
poke gesture for detailed inspection on a mobile device”. Another
interesting comment refers to interaction with AR content by using
the table as an input surface because of its haptics (three experts).
One expert even stressed that the actual location and availability
as well as the size of a table might have a major influence on the
preferred way of interacting with AR content.
As a result, we plan to integrate basic AR interaction into our
prototype. Moreover, from the feedback we can conclude that AR
interaction should be considered equal to touch interaction.

AR Regions and Content. In relation to layout and alignment,
another question is ‘What content should be displayed in AR, and
where?’ While this can depend on the actual visualization technique
and task, two experts provided interesting insights in this regard.
The region on top of a mobile device (cf. planar zones of spatial
alignment of AR content [89]) was easily visible in addition to
the actual display (without extra head movement). Therefore, they
suggest to use this space for overview visualizations. Then, the
area to the left and right of a mobile device could be used for
alternative views, because occasional left-right head movements
appear reasonable for that. Finally, the two experts agreed that the
potentially thin region below a device (bottom region, basically
between the user and display) should not be used for essential
visualizations, but for other interface components such as menus
or controls.
We learned that it might be useful to connect different areas
around a device to certain purposes—at least when AR is used to
display distinct views or user interface components. In principle
we have similar strategies for desktop applications, such as a PDF
reader: a menu bar is at the top, bookmarks, table of content, comments at the sides, and sometime a status bar at the bottom.

Mobile Device Interaction. In relation to the design choice spatial
awareness of devices and in context of 3D visualizations attached to
mobile devices (see 4.1.5), four experts reported advantages of being
able to pick up the visualization, easily rotate it, and thereby inspect
it from different viewing angles. While the touch interaction simply
worked, experts confirmed statements from the first interviews and
12
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Extent and Level of Detail of AR Information. The map navigation
use case (see 5.2.3) shows that we decided to limit the AR visualization to immediate device proximity. Two experts disagreed on
this, one saying the extent was just right, the other telling it was
too closely. A third expert proposed to “give users control on the
extent of an AR view around a mobile device”, allowing to relate it to
a meaningful parameter such as maximum travel distance. In our
SPLOM use case we used different design variants to also address
the extent of AR content, including the two extremes of showing
only a single neighboring cell up to showing a full-size 8 × 8 SPLOM
that consumes more space than a typical desk. However, one expert
noted that maybe it is not about the extent itself but the question
whether it is intended to let users physically walk or move through
the data space.
With regard to the level of detail, we outlined in our design
choices that AR supports and provides context. We argue for a
careful trade-off between what is necessary and possible—moderate
and less prominent versus fully detailed. The use of an abstracted
visual style for displaying a geographic map in AR was positively
mentioned by four experts. Due to its display resolution, two experts
raised issues regarding the readability of details or text labels within
an AR view. One of them stated that, for example, tool tips or detailson-demand “should have another visual representation adequate for
current AR HMDs.”
As a result, we suggest to further explore the spectrum and
transition between small and large AR visualizations coupled to a
mobile device, especially because both extents appear to be relevant.
It is also unclear yet, how other specific visualizations could be
seamlessly extended around a device in AR—how to design an
abstracted parallel coordinates plots, node-link diagram, or treemap
visualization.

information of mobile devices. This seems to be sufficient when it
is not about high precision, such as to just display something in AR
alongside a mobile device rather than visually connecting two tiny
objects shown on mobile devices.
Applications Beyond Marvis. The idea behind our work can also
be generalized as a combination of commodity 2D displays with
AR—a concept that Reipschläger and Dachselt [87] refer to as Augmented Displays. On a user interface level, it is about offloading
user interface components, such as menus or windows, to AR and
providing additional screen space to show more or different information to users. In order to reflect on the connection to related
work, it is useful to take a closer look at device types, display sizes,
and application domains. Marvis is focused on mobile devices. The
concepts of this work, therefore, deal with hand-held displays that
can be freely moved and arranged. This differs to most prior work
using either body-referenced interaction spaces [42] or stationary
displays, such as desktop-like workplaces [87, 115], tabletops [20],
or wall-sized displays [89, 106]. At the same time, a shared element
is to prioritize the direct extension of a display. This extension is
also what distinguishes Marvis from other approaches which primarily use a mobile device as a tangible interaction proxy [17, 50].
Even though our work presents techniques that are particularly
relevant for data visualization, recent concepts for 3D modeling and
architecture [88] or sketching [3] show the applicability to other
use cases.
Nevertheless, we think there is also a great potential for using
AR HMDs in cross-device and multi-display environments (MDE),
i.e., where several and possibly heterogeneous devices are used together. As explained in our concepts for two or more mobile devices
(see 4.2), AR HMDs can provide assistance for connectivity and
particularly for collaboration. Future research can further explore
how and in which ways the augmentation of devices and displays
can help to, for example, identify information across devices, illustrate relationships between windows or devices, or in relation to
workspace awareness [44, 45, 47, 101] and awareness support [46],
indicate the source and effect of individual interactions.

Technical Challenges. Similar to the advancements of mobile devices, we think AR HMDs also have the potential to be used in
many future everyday situations. However, some technical aspects
are crucial to Marvis concepts. A major issue in relation to display quality of AR HMDs is the field of view (FoV). Developing
and using our prototype showed that AR visualizations attached
to a hand-held mobile device are hard to realize without a large
FoV. Additionally, visualizations are often visually fine-grained and
detailed, which is why AR HMDs need sufficiently high resolution
in order to prevent jagged and pixelated output. Even though neither we nor our participants recognized this as an actual problem,
environmental aspects or differences between display technologies
might also be relevant. For example, lighting, table pattern, or color
accuracy might affect concepts such as the seamless visualization
extension (see 4.1.2).
Another technical challenge is the accurate localization of mobile devices and their registration in relation to an AR HMD. Four
experts explicitly stated that “this alignment is very important”.
Moreover, our current setup with its outside-in tracking is not sufficient for a deployment in non-laboratory environments. Unfortunately, even modern devices, such as the latest Microsoft HoloLens
2, do not allow developers to track physical objects such as mobile
devices. Besides a possible AR HMD inside-out tracking similar
to how Virtual Reality headsets track their controllers, bluetoothbased approaches [55, 56] could be used to provide basic positioning

7

CONCLUSION

With Marvis, we contributed a conceptual framework for a new
class of mobile visualization environments that combine mobile
devices and head-mounted Augmented Reality for the purpose of
visual data analysis. In an iterative design process involving several
experts we developed the basic concepts for combining one or
multiple mobile displays with 2D and 3D augmentations around,
above, and even between them. Specifically, we designed a series of
interactive visualization concepts for this setup that address typical
visualization challenges and illustrate potential benefits.
We validated them by implementing six example use cases, which
were tested and reviewed in seven hands-on sessions with experts.
Based on their valuable feedback and our own explorations, we
were able to derive lessons learned and reflect on research challenges. They will also inform future work in this area with regard
to, for example, technical improvements of the prototype and more
comprehensible application examples to be evaluated in formal
studies. Our concepts and prototype clearly demonstrate the interesting potential of the Marvis framework and the rich variety
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of possible applications. We hope to have laid the foundations for
conducting more research on augmented mobile visualizations and
that we could inspire future data visualizations.
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